Background: In π + n and π − p electroproduction, conventional models cannot satisfactory explain the data above the resonance region, in particular the transverse cross section. Although no high-energy l-t-separated cross-section data is available to date, a similar scenario can be inferred for K + Λ electroproduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Above the resonance region, the transverse cross section σ t measured in charged-pion electroproduction is significantly larger than predicted by regular hadronic models [1] . In Ref.
[2], Kaskulov and Mosel proposed a framework explaining this observation. In the Kaskulov-Mosel formalism, the missing transverse strength is provided by the residual effects of nucleon resonances in the gauge-fixing s (or u) channel.
It is argued that such contributions become more important for increasing intermediate-proton and photon virtualities. Indeed, above the resonance region the proton is highly off-shell and the contributions from more massive intermediate states increase in importance. With growing intermediate-proton virtuality, also the hardening of the resonance electromagnetic transition can be anticipated to play an increasingly important role. This results in a dual viewpoint in which the residual effects can be interpreted as originating from the partonic picture of hadrons.
The resonance-parton (R-P) contributions are effectively implemented by means of an electromagnetic (EM) transition form factor for the proton in the s channel. In Ref. [3] , a new version of this form factor was proposed which has a simple physical interpretation and respects the correct on-shell limit. The resulting model was dubbed the "Vrancx-Ryckebusch" (VR) model and offers an explanation for the high-energy, forward-angle π ). * Tom.Vrancx@UGent.be † Jan.Ryckebusch@UGent.be ‡ Jannes.Nys@UGent.be From the observations in the pion case, along with SU(3) symmetry considerations, one may infer that an increased transverse response might also occur in charged-kaon electroproduction. Within the VR framework, this can be anticipated from the employed strategy of introducing an effective EM transition form factor for the proton in the s channel, accounting for the R-P contributions.
To this day, no σ t data is available for high-energy K + Λ electroproduction and it is to be awaited if its magnitude is larger than expected. In this regard it is worth noting that the measured p(γ * , K + )Λ unseparated cross section σ u at high energies can be reproduced by the Vanderhaeghen-Guidal-Laget (VGL) model [4] [5] [6] [7] after introducing an effective kaon EM form factor. The kaon EM cutoff energy employed in the VGL model is significantly increased compared to the value extracted from elastic eK scattering. This may hint at an anomalously large transverse contribution to the unseparated cross section. After completing the 12 GeV upgrade at Jefferson Lab (JLab), one plans to measure the first p(γ * , K + )Λ separated structure functions σ l and σ t at high energies [8] .
Following the strategy employed in charged-pion electroproduction [3] , the VR model for high-energy forward-angle K + Λ electroproduction will be developed. In Sec. II, the transition currents are discussed. These will be used in Sec. III to construct an improved model for high-energy, forwardangle K + Λ photoproduction. Starting from this photoproduction model, the VR model will be derived in Sec. IV. There, predictions will be presented for the above-mentioned experiment planned at JLab [8] . In Sec. V, the conclusions of this work will be given.
II. TRANSITION CURRENTS
In complete analogy to the pion case [3] , the adopted current for the gauged pseudoscalar-kaon exchange in p(γ
Here, p, q, k , and p are the four-momenta of the nucleon, of the virtual photon, of the kaon, and of the hyperon in the center-of-mass frame. The Mandelstam variables (s, t, u) are defined in the standard way. The proton and Λ polarizations are denoted by λ p and λ Λ , and the strong KΛp coupling constant by g KΛp . Note the absence of the SU(2) √ 2 factor in J K , compared to the pion-exchange current of Ref. [3] . The employed expression for the kaon-Regge propagator P K (t, s) reads
Following the convention of the VGL [4] [5] [6] [7] and the Reggeplus-Resonance (RPR) [9] [10] [11] [12] models, the "mass scale" s 0 is fixed to s 0 = 1 GeV 2 . In Ref.
[3], the convention s 0 = 1/α is adopted. The model assumptions with regard to the Regge trajectories α(t) and Regge phases ϕ(α(t)), will be discussed in Sec. III A. The EM form factors F γKK (Q 2 ) and F p (Q 2 , s), and the modified kaon-Regge propagator P K (t, s, Q 2 ) will be discussed in Sec. IV A. At this point, it suffices to note that at vanishing photon virtuality (Q 2 = 0) it holds that F γKK (Q 2 = 0) = F p (Q 2 = 0, s) = 1 and P K (t, s, Q 2 = 0) ≡ P K (t, s). The expressions for the vector (V, J P = 1 − ) and axialvector (A, J P = 1 + ) transition currents J K V and J K A are adopted from Ref. [2] and read
and
1 In Ref. [3] , these four-momenta are also defined in the center-of-mass frame and not in the laboratory frame, as mentioned.
Note that the √ 2 factor was dropped again, and that a minus sign missing in Ref. [2] , was added to the right-hand side of Eq. (4). The EM coupling constant is represented by G γK V,A K , and the standard vector and anomalous tensor coupling constants by G K V,A Λp and κ K V,A Λp . The vector and axial-vector Regge propagators have the same functional dependence and are given by
The EM transition form factors F γK V,A K (Q 2 ) will be discussed in Sec. IV A. As for the form factors F γKK (Q 2 ) and F p (Q 2 , s) in Eq. (1), it holds that F γK V,A K (0) = 1.
III. HIGH-ENERGY
K + Λ PHOTOPRODUCTION
A. A third Regge trajectory
In the kaon sector, the two most important Regge trajectories are the K(494) (pseudoscalar) and K * (892) (vector) trajectories [13] . These can be parametrized as [9] 
with α K = 0.70 GeV . Both the VGL and the RPR model feature these two trajectories and have established that they are essential for the description of K + Λ photo-and electroproduction. In Refs. [11, 12] , the Regge background for the p(γ, K + )Λ reaction was determined from the recent differential cross section and recoil polarization data by the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) Collaboration [16] . 2 More specifically, a Bayesian analysis was performed for the highenergy (W > 2.6 GeV) and forward-angle (cos θ * K > 0.35) part of these CLAS data (262 data points) to determine the Regge model variant with the highest evidence. Here, W = √ s is the invariant mass and θ * K the kaon scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame. It was found that the best model, dubbed "Regge-2011", features rotating phases for both the K and K * trajectories. For this model, a χ 2 ndf = 3.15 is obtained for the description of the high-energy and forward-angle p(γ, K + )Λ CLAS data [11, 12] . As there is definitely room for improvement, the possibility is exploited of introducing a third Regge trajectory contributing to the p(γ ( * ) , K + )Λ reaction. In this regard, two candidates are considered: the K 1 (1400) (axial-vector) and the K * (1410) (vector) trajectory [13] . These are parametrized as [14, 15] 
3 [16] . Table I , but for the model based on a third K * (1410) trajectory instead of a K 1 (1400) trajectory. 
with α K 1 (1400) = 0.75 GeV . All the trajectories considered here are degenerate. This means that the corresponding Regge phases can either be constant (C) or be rotating (R):
B. Parameter constraints
Since the phases of the Regge trajectories considered here can be either constant or rotating, there are 8 possible variants for each three-trajectory model. These models, however, are all restricted to some extent as the K and K * coupling constants must meet certain constraints, based on symmetry arguments. The strong coupling g KΛp can be inferred from the strong pion-nucleon coupling g πNN by means of SU(3) symmetry:
with α D = 0.644 the experimentally determined SU(3) symmetric coupling fraction. By allowing a 20% breaking of SU(3) symmetry and taking into account the uncertainty on the pion-nucleon coupling, i.e. g πNN 13.0-13.5 [3] , the following limits on g KΛp emerge:
The EM coupling constant G γK * K can be estimated from the decay width of K * → Kγ [4] :
with α e the fine-structure constant. From the experimentally determined value Γ K * →Kγ = 50 ± 5 keV [13] one obtains
Also the strong vector and tensor couplings G K * Λp and κ K * Λp can be related to G ρNN and κ ρNN through SU(3) symmetry. However, following the arguments given in Ref. [4] , only the 3 TABLE I. Coupling constants and corresponding χ 2 ndf values of the three-trajectory Regge model variants featuring a K, a K * and a K 1 (1400) trajectory. Results are listed for a rotating K trajectory and all phase combinations for the K * and K 1 . For the sake of reference also the results of the two-trajectory Regge-2011 model are shown. The models were optimized against the high energy (W > 2.6 GeV) and forward-angle (cos θ * K > 0.35) CLAS data for the p(γ, K + )Λ differential cross section and recoil polarization (262 data points) [16] . Table I , but for the model based on a third K * (1410) trajectory instead of a K 1 (1400) trajectory. 
Also the strong vector and tensor couplings G K * Λp and κ K * Λp can be related to G ρNN and κ ρNN through SU(3) symmetry. However, following the arguments given in Ref. [4] , only the predicted signs for the vector and tensor couplings will be respected:
Due to the lack of relevant experimental information, no constraints are imposed on the K 1 (1400) and K * (1410) coupling constants. 
C. Results
Tables I and II list the best-fit parameters of the threetrajectory model variants. The coupling constants are optimized against the high-energy and forward-angle CLAS data and respect the constraints of Eqs. (12) and (15) . Only the models featuring a rotating K trajectory are listed, as those with a constant K trajectory are not compatible with the data. Indeed, a constant phase for the K trajectory leads to χ The models with a rotating K and constant K * phase are systematically in poorest agreement with the data. In fact, these models yield coupling constants approaching the maximum values allowed during the optimization process: models Ia, IIIa, and IIIb yield κ K * Λp = 50, and model Ib yields
. This implies that the analyzed CLAS data exclude a constant K * phase given the constraints of Eq. (15) .
Amongst the models with a rotating K * phase, those with a K * (1410) (vector) trajectory perform better than those with an As the Q 2 = 0 limit of the proposed p(γ * , K + )Λ model has been established, the Q 2 -dependent quantities in the transition current operators of Eqs. (1) and (3) can now be examined. Pursuing the analogy to the VR model for pion electroproduction, an antishrinkage effect is introduced in the s-channel gauge-fixing term of the kaon transition current (1) . To this end, the Regge propagator P K (t, s, Q 2 ) in Eq. (1) is defined as in Eq. (2), but with an altered Regge slope:
The gauge-fixing s-channel diagram and the Reggeized pseudoscalar and vector t-channel diagrams that constitute the VR model for K + Λ electroproduction above the resonance region. predicted signs for the vector and tensor couplings will be respected:
Due to the lack of relevant experimental information, no constraints are imposed on the K 1 (1400) and K * (1410) coupling constants.
Amongst the models with a rotating K * phase, those with a K *
IV. HIGH-ENERGY K
+ Λ ELECTROPRODUCTION
A. Form factors
As the Q 2 = 0 limit of the proposed p(γ
The gauge-fixing s-channel diagram and the Reggeized pseudoscalar and vector t-channel diagrams that constitute the VR model for K + Λ electroproduction above the resonance region. 5 current operators of Eqs. (1) and (3) can now be examined. Pursuing the analogy to the VR model for pion electroproduction, an antishrinkage effect is introduced in the s-channel gauge-fixing term of the kaon transition current (1) . To this end, the Regge propagator P K (t, s, Q 2 ) in Eq. (1) is defined as in Eq. (2), but with an altered Regge slope:
Here, a is the corresponding dimensionless slope parameter, which has yet to be determined. Figure 3 depicts the sand t-channel diagrams which constitute the VR model for p(γ * , K + )Λ. A monopole form is adopted for the elastic kaon EM form factor F γKK (Q 2 ) in of Eq. (1) with a kaon cutoff energy Λ γKK :
As the root-mean-square charge radius of the K is experimentally determined as [13] 
the corresponding monopole cutoff energy is
In the vector-meson dominance (VMD) model, the kaon EM form factor receives contributions from primarily the ρ, ω, and φ mesons [17] :
with N = v=ρ,ω,φ g vKK f v a normalization constant. Assuming an exact SU(3) flavor symmetry, the EM and strong ω and φ coupling constants can be related to those of the ρ:
From these SU(3) coefficients and the masses of the ρ, ω, and φ mesons [13] , the VMD monopole cutoff energy for the K is calculated as
which is consistent with the experimental value of Eq. (19). The form factors F γK V K (Q 2 ) in Eq. (3) describe the EM transitions of the vector-kaon trajectories to the outgoing pseudoscalar kaon. For these form factors a monopole form (17) is also adopted. No data is available for the cutoff energies Λ γK * K and Λ γK * (1410)K , however, so one has to rely on the corresponding VMD predictions. The VMD description requires the following replacement in expression (20) :
As the K V are nothing but orbitally excited states of the K, the same SU(3) constraints (21) apply to the strong coupling constants G V K V K :
Therefore, the K * and K * (1410) EM transition form factors in the VMD model are identical and equal to F VMD γKK (Q 2 ). Consequently, the value of Eq. (22) will be used for the corresponding cutoff energies:
Note that the above reasoning also applies to axial-vector kaons.
The form factor F p (Q 2 , s) in Eq. (1) describes the EM transition of an on-shell to an off-shell proton with squared fourmomentum s, induced by a virtual photon. In the VR model for pion electroproduction, F p (Q 2 , s) is a dipole [3] :
with an s-dependent cutoff energy (s ≥ m
Here, Λ γpp = 840 MeV is the on-shell proton EM cutoff energy. The asymptotic, off-shell proton cutoff energy was determined as Λ ∞ = 2194 MeV [3] .
B. Results
The value of a in Eq. (16) is the only parameter left in the VR model and is fitted to the scarce high-energy, forwardangle p(γ * , K + )Λ data. In order to tune the VR model for pion electroproduction, data with −t 0.5 GeV 2 was used [3] . As few p(γ * , K + )Λ data are available that cover the high-energy region, this range will be extended to −t < 1 GeV 2 . For the same reason the minimum W value will be decreased from 2.6 GeV (Sec. III) to 2.5 GeV. There are 25 published data points that meet these kinematic restrictions: 9 data points measured at Cornell in the seventies [18] [19] [20] and 16 recent data points from CLAS [21] . Most of the p(γ * , K + )Λ data are available at W < 2.5 GeV, recent examples of which can be found in Refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . For the 25 high-energy and forwardangle data points, the optimum value for the slope parameter is found to be a = 2.43.
6 (21) , ω, and the K is (22) . (19) . the EM utgoing le form toff enrely on cription : (23) f the K, oupling VR model and is fitted to the scarce high-energy, forwardangle p(γ * , K + )Λ data. In order to tune the VR model for pion electroproduction, data with −t 0.5 GeV 2 was used [3] . As few p(γ * , K + )Λ data are available that cover the high-energy Remarkably, this value coincides with the one obtained in the pion case [3] . With χ Fig. 5 contains the available data for the separated cross sections at W > 2.5 GeV. The biggest difference between the VR and RPR-2011 models is observed for the σ lt and σ lt' . The largest deviations between theory and data are found for the σ lt and σ tt . The quantity and quality of the data, however, does not allow one to draw any definite conclusions.
From Figs. 4 and 5, one can easily see that in the VR model the anomalously large σ u can be attributed to the R-P effects. An appealing feature of this approach is that F p (Q 2 , s) can account for both the pion [3] and the kaon data at high energies and forward angles. It is worth mentioning that the RPR-2011 model does not adopt a proton EM transition form factor, i.e. F RPR p (Q 2 , s) = 1. As a competing explanation for the observed trends in the Q 2 evolution of the data, a hard form factor is introduced at the K and K * EM vertices of the RPR-2011 model:
For the K, this is a considerably larger cutoff energy than the measured value of Eq. (19) and considerably increases the longitudinal and transverse responses of the computed p(γ * , K + )Λ cross sections. In a similar vein, the VGL model adopts [6] 
Guidal et al. argue that for the K this could be attributed to the fact that the pole in the kaon propagator (t − m region, this range will be extended to −t < 1 GeV 2 . For the same reason the minimum W value will be decreased from 2.6 GeV (Sec. III) to 2.5 GeV. There are 25 published data points that meet these kinematic restrictions: 9 data points vides a f word of the fact t Figure  along further from the physical region, compared to the pion case (t − m . Hence, the high Λ γKK value would be representative for the whole kaon-Regge trajectory, rather than for the physical kaon. Figures 6 and 7 show the VR and RPR-2011 predictions for the p(γ * , K + )Λ l-t-separation experiment planned for the 12 GeV upgrade at JLab [8] . From both figures it is clear that the VR model predicts both substantially smaller longitudinal and larger transverse cross sections than the RPR-2011 model. For the σ l this can be mainly attributed to the adopted values of Λ γKK and to a smaller extent of Λ γK * K . In particular at small −t, where t-channel K exchange is dominant, the magnitude of σ l is very sensitive to the value of Λ γKK . On the 7 other hand, the larger transverse response in the VR model can be attributed to the R-P contributions in the gauge-fixing s channel. This is a key element of the VR framework and is not present in the RPR-2011 and the VGL model.
In π + n electroproduction, hadronic models like the VGL model cannot account for the anomalously large σ t above the resonance region [1] . A similar scenario is expected in highenergy K + Λ electroproduction. Indeed, when adopting the experimental value of Eq. (19) for Λ γKK , the VGL model, for example, significantly underpredicts the unseparated Cornell data shown in Fig. 4 . Also the VR model without R-P effects substantially underpredicts these data (Figs. 4 and 5) . Given that σ u = σ t + εσ l and that Λ γKK predominantly influences σ l at forward scattering, the much larger kaon cutoff energy required by the VGL model might actually be a compensation for an increased transverse response which remains unrevealed in σ u . In this respect, the VR framework constitutes a promising approach as it inherently accounts for a larger σ t and already successfully explains the separated structure functions, measured in high-energy pion electroproduction [3] .
The JLab l-t-separation experiment for high-energy K + Λ electroproduction is expected to settle the magnitude of the σ t response. In addition, the measurement of σ l at small −t will provide access to the value of Λ γKK in off-shell circumstances. Another experiment is planned with the 12 GeV upgrade at JLab, this time by the CLAS Collaboration, which intends to obtain the interference structure functions σ lt , σ tt , and σ lt' for Q 2 and W values up to 12 GeV 2 and 3 GeV [27] . These data will also constitute an important test bed for the VR model as the proposed kinematics cover the transresonance region.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Building on the VR model for charged-pion electroproduction, the VR model for the p(γ * , K + )Λ reaction above the resonance region and forward angles (−t < 1 GeV other hand, the larger transverse response in the VR model can be attributed to the R-P contributions in the gauge-fixing s channel. This is a key element of the VR framework and is not present in the RPR-2011 and the VGL model. In π + n electroproduction, hadronic models like the VGL model cannot account for the anomalously large σ t above the resonance region [1] . A similar scenario is expected in highenergy K + Λ electroproduction. Indeed, when adopting the experimental value of Eq. (19) for Λ γKK , the VGL model, for example, significantly underpredicts the unseparated Cornell data shown in Fig. 4 . Also the VR model without R-P effects substantially underpredicts these data (Figs. 4 and 5) . Given that σ u = σ t + εσ l and that Λ γKK predominantly influences σ l at forward scattering, the much larger kaon cutoff energy required by the VGL model might actually be a compensation for an increased transverse response which remains unrevealed in σ u . In this respect, the VR framework constitutes a promising approach as it inherently accounts for a larger σ t and already successfully explains the separated structure functions, measured in high-energy pion electroproduction [3] .
Building on the VR model for charged-pion electroproduction, the VR model for the p(γ * , K + )Λ reaction above the resonance region and forward angles (−t < 1 GeV other hand, the larger transverse response in the VR model can be attributed to the R-P contributions in the gauge-fixing s channel. This is a key element of the VR framework and is not present in the RPR-2011 and the VGL model.
The JLab l-t-separation experiment for high-energy K + Λ electroproduction is expected to settle the magnitude of the σ t response. In addition, the measurement of σ l at small −t will provide access to the value of Λ γKK in off-shell circumstances. Another experiment is planned with the 12 GeV upgrade at JLab. The CLAS Collaboration intends to obtain the interference structure functions σ lt , σ tt , and σ lt' for Q 2 and
